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SAINT PATRICK
Carl Merschel
The Gunners
• Bernard A. Herbert
THAT NIGHT he Jid not tell
thorn.
Thirteen years after the war
they still did not know, as Gordon
led the ex-marines along a white
coral heach to the grove of coconut
palms near the river inlet where they
had waded ashore. Behind him, Joe
Ryan stumbled in the sand.
"Some reunion, " Ryan said.
"It'll be over soon, " Gordon said.
"We shouldn't have come.
"Don't let Smitty hear you."
"I won't, " Ryan said. "I like my
job."
"Me, too," Gordon said. "That's
the trouble."
They stopped at the base of a
hill that sloped up to a giant palm
tree which arced above the river s
mouth like a huge umbrella. From
the jungle beyond the palm an in-
land breeze blew down a stench of
rotting leaves and corroded bark to
mingle with the dried salt and sea-
weed odor on the beach. The giant
palm swayed, its branches rasping
together; its trunk creaked, then
groaned when a quick gust of wind
pushed the jungle scent past the
beach to the sea.
"It smells here," Ryan said.
"It stinks, " Gordon said.
"The place looks strange."
"Our CP was right here. "
"You sure you remember everj'-
thing?"
"Everything, " Gordon said.
"You'd better, Padre.
"
"Don't call me Padre, " Gordon
said.
They turned and watched Smitty,
a pale, chubby, middle-aged former
platoon sergeant, flounder across the
deep sand.
"Like a fat little penguin," Gor-
don said.
"He's the boss." Ryan said.
"Don't forget."
"Smitty never lets me forget,
Gordon said.
"He's sure you're Jewish now.
"How about you?
"
"I don't know.
"
"What do you think?
"
"I don't care."
"I've never denied it, " Gordon
said.
"You've never admitted it.
"That's my pleasure," Gordon
said.
"You mean your headache, " Ryan
said.
Smitty and the others, breathing
hard, straggled into a sweating circle
around Gordon and Ryan. During
the war, for only one night, Gordon
had been assigned to their machine-
gun platoon as a Navy medical
corpsman. In the brief skirmish that
followed their pre-dawn assault on
this island, every marine had been
wounded. Gordon had dragged
them back to the command post
under the hill. None except Gordon
could clearly recall the attack.
Smitty stepped in front of the
others and looked up at the giant
palm tree on the hill. "Is this the
spot. Padre?
"
"You were hit under that big
tree,
" Gordon said.
1
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"It seems different," Smitty said.
"I thought you didn't remember,
"
Gordon said.
"I was busy fighting," Smitty
said. "I wasn't a rear echelon swab-
jocKcy uKe you.
"
The others grinned.
Each year after the war they had
gathered in various cities to revive
the glory of that one night's action.
Each year, older and fatter and
balder, they had sat to drink and
boast. Each year more machineguns
were fired, more Japs were Killed,
more valor ^vas won. And each year
Gordon was invited to verify their
heroismi. When they bragged, he
nodded. When they forgot, he im-
provised. When they bed, he bed.
This year the ex-marines had de-
cided to return to the original beach-
head. They would reconstruct the
gun positions and enact the entire
battle. Gordon would coordinate
their movements. Smitty, rich now,
had volunteered to pay expenses.
The ex-marines had cheered.
They were not cheering now. They
were wet and hot and tired, no
longer young, no longer strong, no
longer eager and lusting for combat.
Weren't we across the river?"
Joe Ryan asked.
The Padre says this is the spot,
"
Smitty said.
Lay off the Padre stuff, " Gordon
said.
Don t be ashamed, " Smitty said.
"Just lay off."
"Never get mad at the boss,"
Smitty said. "Remember?"
Gordon remembered. He remem-
berea the orange-pink trucers glow-
ing in serrated strings above the
black river banks, and the machine-
guns hammering out the screams of
the wounded. He remembered the
bullets buzzing past his ears and
crackling the air and then ripping
through the jungle brush to spray
the water into tiny foam fountains
that laced the night ivith bits of
froth. He remembered the saline
smell of muddied sweat mixed with
floiving blood, warm and slippery,
slickly oiling his fingers while he
fumbled with gauze pads and band-
age on wetted, punctured flesh. He
remembered the cotton-dry taste of
fear in his mouth, his tongue sud-
denly swollen and yet small, too
small to work up saliva and too large
to permit him to swallow, clogging
his throat like a dry sponge that
would not soak itself soft, his neck
straining like a jammed waterpump
to push his adam's apple up against
the blocking tongue. Gordon re-
membered the sounds of pain: the
shrieks, the u^ails, the whimperings;
the prayers to mothers and to God.
Gordon remembered.
"I remember," Gordon said. "I
was down here with Shorty Lee."
"He was a good heutenant,
"
Smitty said. "The best in the Ma-
rine Corps. Ask the Padre."
They looked at Gordon.
Lieutenant Lee had looked at Gor-
don when the firing began soon af-
ter the machineguns were emplaced.
Lee had listened to the bursts, ring-
ing inside the jungle like steel rivet-
ing on steel. Lee had shouted at
Gordon, tossed aside his telephone
headset, and sprinted up the hill in
the darkness to the giant palm tree.
Gordon had yelled into the phone
and, hearing no reply from the gun-
ners, kneu> why Lee had dashed out
of the CP. Gordon had crouched
over the useless phone and waited
until the machineguns quieted.
Then he had followed Shorty Lee's
path to the giant palm tree.
"Shorty ^vas okay," Gordon said.
"May he rest in peace."
"Attaboy. Now you're talking bke
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a real Padre. " Smitty said.
"I told you to lay off, " Gordon
said.
Smitty smiled.
Smitty had screamed when Gor-
don crawled past the palm tree and
slung him onto his shoulders and
staggered down to the command
post. On the beach Gordon had
pinched Smitty's abdomen shin taut
over his torn stomach to cover the
intestines which swelled out like
gray stained sausages in the moon-
light. Smitty had clung to Gordon's
fingers, gripping them like an im-
paled insect, his body twisting, face
grimacing, lips drawn back and
apart and baring his teeth like fangs,
hissing a plea for death, begging
Gordon to kill him. W^en a Navy
doctor came, Gordon's fingers were
cramped into claws from clutching
the platoon sergeant's belly. The
doctor had to pry each finger loose
and massage the knotted tendons
before Gordon could climb back to
the palm tree for Shorty Lee. Lee
was dead. Some of the others were
not dead. Gordon carried them in.
"I remember that big tree now,"
Smitty said, not moving. "I remem-
ber wben a little Jap sneaked around
tne trunk. I beat nis brains out."
"I still don't tbink we were up
there," Joe Ryan said.
"I stomped him to death," Smitty
w^ent on. "I knocked him down and
kicked him in the gut and jumped
on his head until his skull caved in."
You ve never mentioned that ht-
tle Jap, ' Gordon said. "Thirteen
reunions and you never mentioned
it."
"I never saw the Jap," Joe Ryan
said. "I never saw that palm tree.
I never even saw that hill. My ma-
chine gun was set up near the water
behind a flat rock."
"Your head's flat, " Smitty said.
"But Gordon carried me across
the river after I was wounded. 1
remember gelling wet."
"He carried you along, not across.
You're still all wet,' Smitty said.
The others laughed.
They had moaned in the sand on
the rim of the beachhead after the
attack, their green dungarees black-
ened by sweat and dirt and congeal-
ing blood. They had sprawled like
rows of broken duckpins, arms and
legs angling from their bodies like
twisted splinters of pliant wood, be-
neath the sky-shielding spread of the
giant palm tree. The dead lay in
shallow trenches dug into the cool
moist edge of the river inlet, where
the ocean billowed into white waves
that boiled onto the shore to lick the
lifeless feet with little hissing ton-
gues of spume as though to suck
them back into the sea from which
they had come. W^en the war cor-
respondents arrived in the morning
Gordon spoke to them for both the
living and the dead.
Now those who had lived were
laughing at Joe Ryan, who opened
a small map and gave it to Smitty.
Check for yourself, boss. I say we
weren't near the tree.
"
"The Padre says I was. " Smitty
closed the map.
"I told you, don't call me Padre,
"
Gordon said.
"Okay, then. I'll call you Rabbi.
How's that?'
The others w^aited for Gordon to
answer.
At the last reunion the ex-marines
had waited for Gordon to answer
another question: Smitty had ex-
plained that in his agony he had
mistaken Gordon for a priest; at
least Gordon was a Catholic, unisn't
he? Smitty had asked.
"Wiiaf if I wasn't? " Gordon had
asked in return.
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"Hey," Smitty had called to the
others, "this swahjockey's a heathen
Protestant. You are a Protestant,
aren't you?" he asked Gordon.
"Why are you so anxious to
know?" asked Gordon.
"Holy Christ," Smitty said, "you
aren't a Jew?'
"It's none of your business ivhat
I am," Gordon had said.
He had seemed to be looking
down on them from a great height.
Like a minor sort of god he had
controlled their memories at the re-
unions and surveyed the new life he
had given to all of them. He had
gone home each year feeling that he
knew how God must have felt when
He created the heavens and the
earth. Now Smitty's question was
lowering him to their level.
Gordon had not answered.
"You must he a Jew," Smitty had
said. "No Christian would deny
being a Christian."
After the reunion Smitty had
nicknamed him Padre.
Compressea into a semicircle on
me beacn in oacK of Smitty, like a
reversed sKield guarding against a
rear attack from the sea, tKe ex-
marines stared at Gordon as they
Kad at the reunion.
"That Rahbi' sounds more natural
than Padre,' anyway," Smitty said.
' Don't call me Rabbi. Don't call
me Padre. Don't call me anything,
"
Gordon said.
"I won't call you on payday,
either. Okay, Rabbi?"
Gordon shrugged.
W^en the war had ended Smitty
offered jobs to the ex-marines and
Gordon. Keep the old platoon to-
gether, Smitty had said. The pla-
toon and Gordon ivent to work for
him. Smitty had been generous to
them, but for the past year, when-
ever Gordon came for his weekly
paycheck, Smitty had handed it to
Gordon and eyed him as though
saying: this is a Christian giving
money to a Jew for a change. Now
you know how we feel when we
have to go to a Jew for money.
Here's your money. WorR hard for
it. V^hen Gordon took the check
Smitty appeared capable of slicing a
pound of flesh from Gordon's body
if he did not work hard for it.
Hoivever, even then, with Smitty s
check in his pocket, Gordon had re-
tained that feeling of higher stature.
He knew Smitty would never fire
him because then he would have no
Jew to abuse.
Gordon glanced up at the giant
palm tree on the hill. Over the
rustling branches, a formation of
dark thick clouds scudded across the
sky like elongated ballons. Fast be-
hind them came the wind, heavy
wth a brackish smell, an uncovered-
garbagecan smell. The wind buf-
feted the giant palm; its branches
grated like rusted iron bars. A large
brown coconut was blown free and
plunked hollowly on the sand at
Gordon's feet, lying like a human
head with its face buried in the
loose coral. Gordon stooped and
picked it up. The rough hairy skin
felt like an unshaven jaw, bristling,
barbed. The shape felt like a small
man's cropped scalp, firm yet yield-
ing, fragile and yet tough. Gordon
hefted the coconut in his hand and
looked at Smitty.
"I never thought I'd have a Jew
woiking for me," Smitt'/ said.
"You haven't," Gordon said.
"You mean you aren't a Jew?
"
"I mean I'm not working for you.
I quit."
"Good. I'm running a Christian
firm again," Smitty said.
"For Christ s sake," Joe Ryan
said, "let's get on wilh this reunion.
"
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He look the folded map from Smitty.
who had crumpled it in his fist, and
smoothed the creased paper. He
traced a finger along the black line
of the river to the inlet's mouth.
"Ryan, the great map reader."
Smitty said.
"He was as good a map reader as
you." Gordon said.
"Never argue with your ex-boss.
'
Smitty said, grinning.
"You're mad because I quit.
"I'm not mad. I'm glad."
"As glad as when you stomped
that little Jap?"
"I was lucky then.
"You were lucky I did the talk-
ing." Gordon said. He turned and
walked away toward the sea. hear-
ing Smitty's clipped laugh, knowing
that the others were smiling. Let
them smile, he thought; his new in-
dependence from Smitty made him
stand above them like a tall man in
a crowd of pygmies.
Gordon looked back and watched
the ex-marines struggle in a slip-
ping, sliding file up the slope of the
hill under the giant palm. Smitty,
his short legs digging, tripped and
tumbled down the hill as the others
reached the top. Several of them
shouted jokes at Smitty. Smitty
cursed. They stopped joking. Smitty
got up, dusted his trousers, and
yelled up to them.
"The hell with it. You guys go
ahead. Ill wait."
The ex-marines shifted uncertain-
ly, moved quietly around the bend-
ing trunk of the giant palm. Their
voices drifted to Gordon like those
of puppets manipulated by an un-
skilled ventriloquist.
I've never been up here," Joe
Ryan w^as saying.
"I was here." another said. "I
chopped away some brush over there
for my machinegun."
"There was no brush near my
gun." Joe Ryan said. "See that flat
rock across the river. That s where
we were. That's the rock I was tell-
ing Smitty about. Whose head's
flat now?
"
Smitty shuflled over to Gordon.
His face was bruised, his arms
scraped. Gordon spoke softly to the
former sergeant.
"Ryan's hinting that your head is
flat instead of his.
"
"He never could read a map,
Smitty said.
"That doesn t make you a good
map reader, " Gordon said.
"Shorty Lee made me a platoon
sergeant. He must have thought I
was a good map reader."
"I'll bet he did, " Gordon said.
"Especially just before he died.
"
"You know, " Smitty said, "you're
a snotty Jew.
"
"I suppose that means you want
to fight," Gordon said. "But you're
kind of small for me.
"
"I'll give you the first punch.
Rabbi," Smitty said. "I'll show you
how small I am.
"
Gordon looked closely at Smitty.
at the lank thinning hair and the
pallid face splotched by sweat beads
that shone like inverted pockmarks.
He looked at the sand-smudged
cheeks, at the narrow shoulders be-
low, and at the paunched belly pro-
truding between the short flaccid
arms. Gordon smiled and tossed the
coconut he had been holding into
the surf.
"You're sure you can take me,
"
Gordon said. "You're really sure.
About everything. About me.
About the platoon. About this is-
land. About that little Jap. You're
really sure."
"About you, absolutely, " Smitt>'
said.
"Maybe I should fight, " Gordon
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said slowly. "But let me give you
the first puncn. Let me give you the
first tvvo punches, little man. Go
ahead and swing."
Smitty swung. Gordon ducked
the first swing, blocked the second,
spun Smitty by the elbow and flip-
ped him onto the sand. Smitty
kicked at Gordon's groin. Gordon
sidestepped and dove on him, pin-
ning his back. Then Gordon sat
astride his chest and held his wrists
on the sand. Smitty tried to spit up
at Gordon.
"So you wanted to kick me," Gor-
don said. "Maybe you'd like to
stomp me like you stomped that
httle Jap?"
Smitty tried to wriggle out from
Gordon's knees.
"That was no little Jap you
stomped. That was Shorty Lee.
"
Smitty stopped wrigghng.
"Shorty ran up the hill to order
you to cease firing, " Gordon said.
"But you were sure he was a Jap.
So you stomped his brains out. You
were very, very sure.'
Smitty's body sank into the sand
under Gordon.
"And do you know why Shorty
ran up the hill?" Gordon asked,
almost whispering in Smitty's ear.
Because you were such a lousy
map reader. That's \vhy."
Smitty's head sagged. His eyes
blinked up at Gordon.
You weren't supposed to set up
your machineguns on that hill,
"
Gordon breathed down. "You were
supposed to cross the river to the
opposite bank. That was the only
hill you had to climb, the river bank.
Where Joe Ryan went, where he
was supposed to go.
"
Smitty's eyes were not focusing;
they filmed like dark marbles under
milky liquid. Gordon released his
wrists and grabbed his shoulders.
shaking them until Smitty's head
flapped like a dead bird's.
"Are you sure now? " Gordon
gulped down a scream in his voice.
"You were on one side of the river
and Ryan was on the other. You
opened fire at his position and he
shot back at you. Are you sure you
understand? There was no battle.
There were no Japs. There wasn't
anything. You killed Ryan's men
and he killed yours.
"
Smitty's eyes were rolling. Gor-
don found himself squeezing the
former sergeant s neck, the flesh
mashing like putty in his fingers. He
jammed his thumbs hard, feeling
all-poNverful now, like an avenging
angel sent by Shorty Lee and the
other dead marines. He pressed
harder, harder, holding a life in his
hands: it was a life that should not
live and he would end it w^ith one
more good long hard squeeze.
Gordon yanked Smitty upright,
seeking greater leverage, w^hen he
was dragged aside and dumped into
the sand. He lurched around and
saw^ Joe Ryan's angry face wavering
behind a red stream that rippled like
fire in Gordon's eyes.
What are you, crazy?" Ryan
kneeled and pounded Smitty's spine.
"This guy's nearly dead.
"
He started it, " Gordon said,
panting.
The platoon came down from the
hill, crowding around. After Smitty
sat up, coughing and gasping, Joe
Ryan asked him, "You want us to
work over this Jew, boss?
'
"Go back up the hill, " Smitty
said, choking, but still sounding
very much like a platoon sergeant.
"That's an order.
"
The platoon glared at Gordon
and returned to the hilltop.
"Thanks, " Gordon said to Smitty.
"Don't tell them," Smitty said.
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Please, i—' don't tell.
"You're saying please to me? To
a Jew?
"
"I'm begging you. " Smitty was
begging: his bands were extenaed,
palms up: bis knees were sbgbtly
bent: be loaned forward. His eyes
were begging too. ' Please. This is
all tbey bave.
"
"I baven't told tbem For thirteen
years, " Gordon said.
"I know. " In tbe begging eyes tbe
trutb w^as exposed like a nude statue
suddenly unveiled, revealing sbame
and beauty at once.
Gordon bad to turn away, feeling
very empty, smaller and weaker and
bellow inside. "You knew all tbe
time, " be said.
"I knew, " Smitty said.
"I was a little god, protecting
everyone, " Gordon said.
"I felt like a little god too,
"
Smitty said, "paying our way. I
figured you'd alvs^ays lie.
"
' Two little gods, " Gordon said.
"Always beroes, " Smitty said.
"AT r "Always sate.
"You're still safe. I won't tell.
Tbere would be too mucb to tell.
I don t tbink an3^one would believe
me if I did tell."
"Tbanks, " Smitty said. "Tbanks.
"
We were all kids w^ben it hap-
pened, anyway. Nobody can blame
anybody now, " Gordon said.
Until the platoon came back from
the hill, tbey stood on the beach
gazing at the ocean in silence. The
coconut which Gordon had tossed
away bobbed on the waves like a
small ball, shrinking in size as it
floated out to become a minute speck
disappearing from sight in a very
large sea.
Joe Ryan, fists balled, strode down
to them, ready to champion Smitfy.
Then be opened the fists and placed
them on his hips and cocked his
bead. "What are you guys, friends
again?
"
"We're friends, " Smitty said.
Again.
"
"With a Jew?"
W^hat's wrong with being a
Jew?" Gordon asked.
Nothing," Ryan said, observing
Smitty, "nothing at all.
"
"Let's get the hell out of here,
"
Smitty said. "There's a strong wind
coming up.
"
It s a lousy reunion anyway,'
Ryan said.
It s a lousy reunion, all right,"
Gordon said. He and Smitty led
the others away from the river inlet
where they had ^vaded ashore. Gor-
don looked back once, into tbe wind,
and saw the giant palm tree sway-
ing above tbe other trees like a thin
towering steeple in a town of tiny
green cottages. Above it the dark
clouds swept low, sNvirling and part-
ing and reforming, always changing.
"That big tree will probably crack
soon," Gordon said.
' If it rains, it will, " Ryan said.
Maybe tbe next reunion will be
better. Padre," Smitty said, and
smiled
Maybe, " Gordon said. He did
not smile. He walked on, head tilted
with the wind. He felt like lying on
the sand and flinging out bis arms
and never getting up. He felt as the
giant palm tree would feel when its
roots rotted through and it toppled
from the hill. It would topple. Gor-
don knew. It was beginning to
rain now^.
The Clnck of Anguish
• Brother D. Adelbert, F.S.C.
Wnen deatn torpeuoes the convoy or my sunsets.
And I in darkness plunge through the bubbhng stars.
Shall I lie on the sea's floor hearing the bluefish
Ticking against my bones through the nibbling hours
Of a million years, my hps mossed with thought.
Cramped in coral my heart, my feet caked?
These now twelve stars upon the dial
Of sky point my thought's hands to the pulse
Of time. Memory chimes the hour. The blood
Of evening suffuses the nodding sea, diffusing
Through my soul's glass a dying twilight,
And my heart ticks aloud tomorrow's question.
This clock and axis of my galaxy.
My heart, shifting pendulously its ruby
Constellations through my veins, drifts
Ever toward the minute of my death.
Such dark appointment with an unseen star
Explodes a jagged edge on all my dreams.
Awake, with midnight sifting into anguish,
I see the sharks and bluefish in the chill waters
Snatching the fleeing stars in the plunging darkness.
But memory points back through a billion hours
To one whose minutes, ticked in grains of blood.
Tell the time Christ knelt in the darkness, trembling.
Me and Kiley
• Matthew J. Sullivan
USUALLY when someone says
to me, "I ain't prejudiced, but
. . .
," I can pretty well figure
what's coming next, and so can any-
one else. So, I'm not saying, I ain t
prejudiced." In fact, I guess every-
one's a little bit; I'm not afraid to
say I am. When I get in a fight with
a colored guy, I naturally think of
him in terms of that black so-and-so,
or that dirty shine. And if I'm mad
at a Jew. he's a kike; or an Italian,
he's a wop; or an Irishman, he s a
mick. But ever since I w^as a kid, I
could never get too mad at a nig
. Negro. Ever since Kiley.
that is.
When I was a kid we all went to
Catholic school. We had a big
field where we used to play keep-
away" with a tennis ball during
lunch time. Sister Aggie, she was
sort of a nut. Instead of calling us
all in with a bell, like most schools
do, she used to call us in with a
recording machine. I swear to Pete,
it's the truth. She'd play Sousa's
marches on two microphones that
stuck out of the front of the school
like egg-crates. Well, when we'd
play these games of "keepaway," one
class against the other, the colored
guys just naturally joined in. They
w^eren't bad guys, and you sort of
get used to them after a while. Be-
sides, they could run like hell, so I
never had anything against them
anyway.
Our folks were never poor, but
we didn't have a Cadillac either. I
had a route I'd run every afternoon
with the News on my bike, but
that'll come later. One day this
candy truck drives up to the field
while we're playing ball. The truck
was so old and so beat looking, that
almost everyone in the field stopped
playing to stare at it. It looks exactly
like a paddy-w^agon only there s a
big sign painted across its side say-
ing, "Kiley's Candy." A skinny,
red-haired guy with big freckles is
sitting in the front, and, boy, what a
noise the motor made. It sounded
like it was running on sand. That
body ^- you never saw^ anything like
it. It was the tallest, thinnest truck
that ever was. Jet black except for
the red letters on the side, it looked
like a stiff wind would blow it down.
I'm telling you, it could've ridden
dovv^n one trolley track simple as pie.
W^ell, anyway, this skinny guy
hops out of the cab, and believe me,
he s the only one that could've fit
in the front seat. If you think the
truck was thin, you should ve seen
the driver. He stands on the side-
walk for a minute, and then he
reaches behind the seat. He pulls a
sw^itch, and all of a sudden this
weird music starts coming out of the
back somewhere. It's even \veirder
than Sister Aggie's Sousa, and to
top it all, the driver starts doing a
jig. A jig! Right there on the side-
walk in front of even,^one. A travel-
ing Fred Astaire. And the songs he
used to sing, "Oh Dunderbeck, oh
Dunderbeck, how could you be so
mean to ever have invented the
sausage-meat machine, now all the
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rats and pussy-cats can never more
be seen, they ve all been ground to
sausage-meat in Dunderbeck s ma-
chine." TTiat's one of my favorites,
but Kiley had a milhon of them.
The first day, I swear, he had me
roaring until I was weak. It wasn t
only the songs; you should've seen
his legs. Up and down, up and
down, up and down . . . like two
pistons, only falling on a different
part of the sidewalk each time. He
was a good dancer, there's no get-
ting around it, but he was an even
better comedian. Every part of his
frame seemed to be moving out in
different directions, even his tongue.
Well, the music stops finally, and
then Kiley stops. He reaches up the
side of the truck w^ith a window
pK)Ie, and Rooiiinkkkl the side of
the truck opens out into a candy
stand. I never knew^ there were that
many different kinds of candy in the
world, but most of all he's got the
biggest jawbreakers I ever saw. You
remember the kind. Hard as con-
crete on the outside, and gum on the
inside. There was nothing on his
stand over a penny . . . even these
giant-sized jawbreakers as big as
golf balls. Believe me, it wasn't long
before every kid in the school knew
Kiley, even the ji . . . Negroes.
And funny thing about that, Kiley
seems to be nicer to them than to
anyone. It's not that he didn't
charge them for what they got; but
every once in a while you'd see him
slip an extra one in for some kid
who didn t have any money, and
say, "Here, Matey, give your buddy
this.' That was his favorite expres-
sioi., "Matey" or "Mate."
But it's not just that he sold
candy that made us like him. The
guy seemed to know how to do any-
thing. About three weeks after he
started coming around to the school
he sees Father Willie working out
on the handball court. Now Father
Willie, he's no Mary, especially on
a handball court. He's got a serve
that hops when Father W^illie says
"Hop." Kiley ambles up to the
handball court and talks to Father
Willie for a minute or so, and sure
as hell they start playing. I swear
I never saw a game like that in
my life. They throw for serve.
Whackkkl Kiley drives in a bottom
brick killer that never rose higher
than an inch from the ground. Kiley
wins the serve. Up it goes ... a
high one. Whackkkl Father Willie
drives it home in the left corner two
bricks from the bottom, and Kiley
misses it by a foot. It was only a
half hour before dark, but in the
whole half hour neither of them
scores a point. Nobody but nobody
ever did that to Father W^illie.
Another time, Costigan come out
of school and finds his bike's got a
flat. He's walking it down the drive-
way when Kiley spots him and calls
him over. He reaches into his tool
box on the side of the truck, and fif-
teen minutes later Costigan's riding
down the street like a bat.
I don't mean to say Kiley was a
hero or anything; he was just a good
guy. Except for the rainy days he'd
always be outside of school at lunch-
time and at three o'clock. He had
no doors on the cab of that truck,
and I guess he never drove it out in
the rain. But \vhenever the sun was
out, so was Kiley, singing and danc-
ing like a screw^ball. Kiley'd prob-
ably kill me if he heard me talking
about him like this, but the truth is,
he was really a great guy.
Now you might ask what the
hell's this got to do w^ith prejudice;
well, I'm coming to that. Kiley had
been hanging around the school for
about two years. The summer vaca-
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tion was almost near, and I was try-
ing to get someone to take my route
over for the summer, but none of the
guys 1 knew were going to work.
It was one of those screwy spring
days that make you almost sure win-
ter's gone. There's a funny smell
in the air hke everything's starting
to breathe again. Of course one
season's the same as another to me;
they come and they go, maybe the
baseball columns get a little wider,
and people don't look so much hke
zombies or the night-after-zombies,
but I want you to understand they're
all the same to me.
I must have been fourteen or fif-
teen at the time, somew^here around
there. I dehvered papers all around
Banks, and Center, and Roxanne
streets. You know, the colored sec-
tion of town. Well, anyway, it's a
pretty rotten section, but like I said,
I got along with them all right. I
went into this dark hallway to drop
off a paper. I walked up to the door
of 118 and knocked.
"Yes? " a voice asks from inside.
"It's me, the paper boy, Mrs.
Green, " I says, "You owe me for
two weeks.
"
"Just a minute . . . I'll be right
out," she yells. The smell in the
place was real cruddy, like they
hadn't opened a door in years.
The door opened. "How much I
. .
.
' but she stopped when we
both heard a terrific crash and a sort
of rattling sound out in the street
somewhere.
"Sixty cents," I said, and she
hands me the money, and out I go
through the front door to see what's
going on. As I got to the outside
porch I see this truck overturned
right on the corner at the foot of an
icy strip on Banks. I remember it
was a real warm day, but there was
still some of that hard ice on the
streets. Maybe half a second passes
before I realize it s Kiley s rig. There
was no mistaking that four-wheeled
freak, but when something happens
close to you like that it sometimes
takes a while to sink in.
I ran down the steps not even
realizing I was yelling, "Kileyl
Kiley! Kileyl ' as if the guy was my
father or something. But what the
hell's this guy to me? Nothing!
I got over to the truck, and what
a mess. Kiley must ve tried to jump,
or else he fell out of the cab before
the truck overturned. And the
truck fell right on top of him. He
should've had doors on that rig of
his. Banks Avenue is on a hill, and
jawbreakers were rolling every which
way all over the street. Little kids
were picking them up and sticking
them in their mouths. For some
damn reason the wheels were still
going round and round and round,
and then I saw one of his skinny
legs through the cab, and a hand.
That's all you could see of him from
my side of the truck — a red, hairy
leg, and a hand.
"Mister Kiley," they were all whis-
pering and there wasn't a white face
in the bunch. Even then I was w^on-
dering how everybody seemed to
knew him.
I saw^ one of them run over to an
automobile junkie. He \vas going
like the devil w^as after him, a red
stocking cap going back and forth
across his shoulders like a window
wiper with a blue pom-pon hang-
ing from it. They sure do dress nutty
sometimes.
Out he comes in a few minutes
with a hea\^" tow-rope trailing from
his shoulder, puffing and running to-
ward the truck. Now there was
really a crowd forming. God. I'll
never forget it as long as I live. This
guy came running back with the
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rope and climbed into the cab. He's
inside for a few minutes when out
he hops again with the rope tied
around the roof of the truck.
I hear somebody whisper. Some-
body get the cops. This guy, mean-
while, gets a crowd around him to
start hauhng up on the rope. The
truck don't budge. Those oldtimers
were really made good and plenty
heavy. More of them grabs on, and
it starts to hft. Jawbreakers start
rolhng out of the back of the truck
by the miUions, clackety-clacking
doNvn Banks Avenue hke marbles.
These guys really start giving it the
old college try, and the truck begins
to rise. I swear to Pete, I 11 never
forget it as long as I live. The truck
gets halfway up in the air, w^hen
either the rope snaps or the knot
unties, or something like that, and
down she comes. You could never
describe the sound it made, but you
could never forget it either. It was
a sound something like breaking a
vegetable crate inside a blanket, and
it was a sound that a lot of those
folks who were holding on to the
rope aren't likely to forget. There
was complete silence after that, and
they all stood around like statues.
I think all of them knew at the same
time that Kiley was done for. I got
a kind of sick feeling in my stomach,
and my arms felt like they weren't
attached to me. The jawbreakers
were still pouring out the back of
the truck and rolling toward the
front, only now they were most all
the same color, or at least splotched
\vith it when they came out the front.
It still gives me the creeps when I
think of those long, thin red streaks
they left on the concrete as they
rolled dow^n the hill.
They start \vhispering, "Here's
Mrs. Kiley; let her through. " I
couldn't see her at first on account
of the hat she was wearing, but then,
as she looked up. 111 be damned if
she isn't colored. Her shoulders be-
gan to shake, and I heard her cry
out, "Oh God!"
The cops came finally, and I guess
that's all there is to it, except for the
prejudice part. I could never forget
the picture of all those colored peo-
ple trying to save the skin of a white
man, and I guess that's why I can
never really be prejudiced. But how
do you like that? A right guy like
Kiley married to a nig . . . Negro.
Dn a Portrait of Jnlin Dryden
fay Sir Godfrey Kneller
• Paul Ramsey, Jr.
The coarseness here is hidden, as God s grace.
Here a serene and world-acquainted face
Maintains the eyes that, neither young nor old,
O erlook the hands whose touch turned much to gold.
THE CRUCIFIXION
Virgil Cantini
THE LAMB
Norman Laliberte
The Objectivity of Literary Criticism
• Brother Fidelian, F.S.C.
ONE OF the unfortunate features of investigation in practically any
field is that its problems seldom come singly. The modern student
of literary theory, for example, may concern himself with the prob-
lem of what poetry is, but he finds that the deceptively simple problem of
where poems are clamors to be solved first. In practice, he finds that any
problem in literary theory is difficult to isolate from similar problems in the
field; any major problem turns out to be really a complex of problems.
This complexity extends in another direction, too. The theorist of
literature realizes that any position he may initially take is a conclusion to
a line of reasoning stretching back into metaphysics, epistemology, or the
philosophy of value. It is, of course, to avoid such lengthy regressions, as
interesting as they may be, that the literary student makes assumptions with
w^hich to begin his own proper work. But he is rather self-conscious about
these assumptions. He is rather uneasy about their validity as foundations,
their stability for the superstructure he is attempting to raise. He is uncom-
fortably aware that there remain philosophical problems beneath the terrain
where he has to build.
One question of literary theory that is conspicuous for the involvement
of many literary and philosophical problems is the ancient and yet quite
current one of the "objectivity" of literary criticism. It is the question, too,
>vhich is most likely to be raised by the lay-reader any time he considers
the procedures or the results of the critic's effort. But it is, to repeat, an
intricate puzzle to w^hich there is no single or simple solution. For, in our
present state of knowledge especially, it isn't possible to solve all or even
most of the individual complications ^- at least to everyone's satisfaction.
What there may be general agreement about, however, is the number of
individual questions, and the interrelations of these, in that total complex
we call the "objectivity of criticism. " Hence, an important preliminar>' step
is the attempt to untangle the complex itself so that the central problem
may be accurately posed. What I would like to do in the present essay is
some of this preliminary work: simply to survey the complex of problems
involved in the notion of critical "objectivity. " W^hile the emphasis here
will be on the problems themselves and their inter-relations, I will not
hesitate to sketch in those solutions w^hich, according to one view, hold the
greatest promise for "objectifying " the critical enterprise. In general terms,
we w^ill consider first what criticism is in itself, then what it deals with
specifically, and, finally, w^hat implications there are for "objectivity " in its
having this specific concern.
1
First, then, to sketch a notion of criticism. The following definition of
the act of criticism is based on a distinction which is generally accepted by
aestheticians. It is the distinction between the judgment involved in our
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initial reaction to an art object and the judgment which results from analytic
reflection and consideration. (There arc typically, of course, subtle inter-
relations between the two processes.) Thus, it has been said that criticism
is a reflex operation by which the direct and spontaneous evaluation of an
art work "is itself evaluated, in the light ideally of everything that can be
known about" the first evaluation and about its occasion.^ Aesthetic
criticism is, therefore, not simply a judgment but a judgment of a judgment.
We test our initial judgment by seeing whether it is really consistent with
all of the relevant reality that is securely known." So I bring to bear upon
my original judgment — / like this symphony of Beethoven ^ knowledge
derived from an analysis of the work itself, knowledge of symphonies in
general, knowledge of myself and my prejudices, knowledge of the critical
act itself, and Nvhatever other knowledge is necessary and available for
testing the validity and consistency of my original response. It is this
knowledge, of course, and the reflex operation in which it is applied, which
distinguishes the critic's act of judgment from the laymen's. This is pre-
sumably the reason the man in the street is willing to read Walter Kerr,
for example: he thinks Kerr has more knowledge of plays in general and
of this play in particular with which to test his original liking or disliking.
So criticism is ultimately a double judgment. It begins with a spon-
taneous judgment, the judgment of a value, the assertion that something has
worth or does not have worth. And, of course, the concern which persists
throughout the reflex act of criticism is with a value.
In order to skirt most of the thorny problems raised by that term value,
we shall have to begin making assumptions. If we do not analyze and
defend our choice of assumptions here and now, we are at least aware that
choices are being made and that they naturally follow the objective drift
of our intended sketch. First, then, we will assume of value itself that
while it may not be the most objective or "otherly" of realities, it does have
a grounding in real objective things; to this idea we shall have to return in
our final section. Secondly, we assume that while other values (the good
and the true especially) are involved in the literary work, there is one value
peculiar and essential to the work of literature as such and that is beauty.
The critic, therefore, considers that a novel, for instance, is open to a moral
evaluation, a philosophical evaluation, an historical evaluation, and so forth.
But w^hen the novel is approached simply as art, as the object of an aesthetic
response, then the value of beauty is in question. So the critic is concerned
with the whole novel, not with propositions and other elements in it or with
their effects. He realizes, of course, that some of these propositions and the
values they refer to may be vastly more important in a total view of life
than what he is at the moment concerned \vith. But, because this, too,
is a feature of the world's reality as God has created it, the critic concerns
himself with this value and man's response to it. This value is a quality
depending on the whole object and all of its elements, a quality which the
J. Craig La Driere. "Scientific MefKod of Criticism," Dictionary o/ WorW Dteraiure, ed. Joseph
T. Shipley (New York, 1945). p. 509. This is the best short treatment of the problems we are
concerned with here.
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critic relates to the experience the work gives rise to vv^hen approached
simply as art.
We have made our second assumption here with a certain bravura.
For, or course, the crucial problem in all such discussions as ours is what
the specifically literary value is. Answers to this question have been, and
continue to be, endless. Even among those who agree that the answer
lies somewhere in the wide-ranging concept of the beauty of the work, there
are different approaches. Our choice of approach, however, has the advan-
tage of being, perhaps, the most objective of objective answers.
We are asking then what the specific nature of this value is which is
supposedly grounded in real, otherly things; which is prized in our reactions
to these things; and the initial prizing of which can be tested by the act of
criticism. Let us suggest w^hat the specific nature of this value is, as well
as its "objective" grounding, by making a simple comparison. W^e may ask,
first, which of the accompanying paired designs is preferable.^
1 presume most readers will prefer the "B" design in each case. If 'we
asked, however, on what grounds their choice is made, we would say in
general that it is a matter of "better arrangement." But what does this
phrase imply? It implies that certain elements are where they are supposed
to be in relation to other elements, that there is a fitting relation between
the parts, that what ought to be, is.^ From the viewpoint of the arranger
of such designs, the artist, this requires what John Dewey has called a
"grasp of the connection between what he has done and what he is to do
next. * For w'hen the artist has done one thing ^ put one white spot on his
canvas, for instance ^- only certain possibilities then remain, or, more pre-
cisely, certain possibilities are then created for w^hat the artist can do next,
for where he can put other spots on the canvas well or fittingly. From the
viewpoint of the object, therefore, it is clear that the norms for its fitness are
being developed within, intrinsically. And this is not always the case where
These plates are reproduced with the permission of The Psychological Corporation from the
Graves Design Judgment Test (Copyright 1946). The choice of the "B" design in each of these
cases, indicated by the test, was originally supported by agreement among art teachers as to the
better design, greater preference for the design by art students than by non-art students, and
greater preference by those who achieved high scores on the entire test than by those recei\ing
low scores. Use of the test indicates that its ability to differentiate art groups from non-art groups
is "unmistalcably clear."
J. Craig La Driere, "Fitness." Dicftonory of WorU Literature, p. 240.
Art as Experience (New York, 1954), p. 45.
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we are concerned \vith fitness: my sentences are grammatically fitting if
they conform to the external norms of the language; my moral actions are
fitting if they conform to the objective norm of the law and to the subjective
norm, in some serise extrinsic to the actions themselves, of conscience.
What seems lo be characteristic of the fitting relations of the art work,
therefore, is that they follow norms intrinsic to the work itself. What is,
perhaps, as obvious about these relations is that they assert themselves so
forcefully (and I do not mean that one is necessarily conscious of this in
a strictly abstract, rational \vay), that they seem to create a sense of extra-
ordinary interconnectedness ' which "stops us, ' which becomes autotelic.
The grammatical fitness of my sentences, on the other hand, I prize mainly
because it is instrumental to clarity; the fitness of moral actions, because it
embraces humaneness and carries to the Ultimate End. But the fitness of
the relations within the art work are seemingly prized (however that prizing
itself may be further directed) for themselves.
At this point it may be objected that what is true of very simple designs,
that repeat and vary only two or three elements in a fitting manner, may
not be true of more complex designs in, say, representational painting or,
more pertinently, in poetry. As far as representational art is concerned,
we may recall a familiar work like Raphael's Alba Madonna, a fitting
structure that can be analyzed in terms of contrasting circles and triangles,
of contrasting pale blues, reds, and browns, of harmonizing natural
meanings in the areas of peace, placidity, and, perhaps, holiness.''
In poetry, too, it is clear that fitting relation is a matter of certain
possibilities being created and being then fulfilled fittingly or not. The
principle is well illustrated in a brief poem by the modern American poet,
Wallace Stevens:^
DISILLUSIONMENT OF TEN O'CLOCK
The houses are haunted
By white night-gowns.
None are green.
Or purple with green rings.
Or green with yellow rings.
Or yellow with blue rings.
None of them are strange.
With socks of lace
And beaded ceintures.
People are not going
To dream of baboons and periwinkles.
'The other standard test of art design judgment, The Meier Art Test (l. Art Judgment) (Copy-
right 1940) uses representational plates, some of well-known pictures. Much modem art criticism
and art teaching, of course, is concerned with "design," however narrowly that may be conceived.
For a rather inclusive and consistent approach, however, see the text of Maitland Graves, The
Art of Color and Design (New York. 1951 ).
' "Disillusionment of Ten O'CIock" is reproduced from The Collected Poems of Wauaoc Stererw
with the permission of the publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. Copyright 1951, 1954, by Wallace
Stevens.
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Only, here and there, an old sailor.
Drunk and asleep in his boots.
Catches tigers
In red weather.
The poem is typically modern in being rather oblique. But a few read-
ings would suffice to show that the "disillusionment" of the title is a key
word. It is the speaker of these observations who is disillusioned about the
way the drab, bourgeois townsmen are retiring ^ early, in colorless night-
dress, to dream common and uninteresting dreams. In part at least the
disillusionment is dispelled, though, by the individualized sailors, their more
bizarre mode of retiring, their exotic dreams.
In even such a short poem there are many different patterns of sound
and of meaning within which and among w^hich the principle of fitness
operates and which would have to be explored in the complete analysis
that is impossible here. However, for our present purposes let us simply
note the appropriateness of "red" in the final phrase "red weather. Its
fitness arises not from any meteorological meaning it may have but rather
from the fact that "red" completes the dominating pattern of bright, gaudy
colors. To substitute "gray" or "rough" or "wild" would be to weaken the
structure of the poem conspicuously, for w'hat will notably diminish is
the sense that elements have been fittingly related, that what ought to be, is.
What we have considered thus far, then, are two basic problems in
our complexus: the nature of the specifically literary value and the nature
of the critical process that deals with it. Among many possible answers
to the first question, we suggested that which makes the literary value a
species of beauty, a sense of structure and fitness created among all the
elements of the literary work. In the second instance, we suggested that
the critic judges a response to this value as it appears in a particular work;
he makes his judgment ideally in the light of all relevant knowledge,
especially that which an analysis of the work and its structure provides him.
Sketching out these two notions as rapidly as v^^e have, we were forced
to ignore a host of questions related to each of them — in the work, for
instance, the nature of design or structure, of the meanings and sounds
being structured, and, in the subject, the psychology of the aesthetic
response. For our present purposes, however, three problems that are
ultimately philosophical seem to be of special importance: first, the locus
or ontological situs of the art object; secondly, the locus of value itself; and
thirdly, the possibility of objectively grounding the critical act.
Even the doughtiest realist takes into account the fact that various art
objects have different modes of existence. So it would be agreed that the
mode of physical existence of the painting is a continuous one in space in
which all of the parts of the object are present simultaneously, whereas a
symphony, having no "substantial form" is actually present in time only
when it is being played or is being reproduced, as by a record.
In addition to the variety of physical modes of existence, most realists,
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I tKink, would admit the distinction supplied by the phenomenologist
between the physical existence of the art object and the aesthetic perception
of the object. The reahst will even agree that the aesthetic object as such
exists in perception by the quahried onlooker. Thus the color blind person
may see the painting of Matisse but does not see it as aesthetic object.
Or I may close my door and play a record of Wallace Stevens poem so
that the poem certainly exists in a physical mode; if I am deaf, however,
it does not exist as an aesthetic object.
Professor Gilson has discussed such distinctions as they apply to paint-
ings in the opening chapter of his recently published Mellon lectures. '^ Here
he makes the important distinction between the idealist position according
to which the art work exists only when it is being experienced, and the
moderate realist position according to which it has "artistic existence" as a
real object produced by art. This existence is, in turn, the ground for its
"aesthetic existence" in perception.
The poem presents a particularly complicated case of these principles.
But we might trace Stevens' "Disillusionment" through several modes of
existence. When it was composed and perhaps memorized by the poet,
it had only one mode of existence, the strictly subjective mode in the mind
of its creator. When it was recited aloud for the first time, it had a physical
existence in time — what we might call its ideal physical existence because
it is essentially a speech. When it was w^ritten it entered another, though
definitely attenuated, type of physical existence in which written symbols
signify its set of semantic and phonetic images. And the phonograph record
is a similar type of physical existence.
However, it is only when we consider the poem in any of these modes
of existence as a speech that we can fully appreciate where the poem as
such exists. The poem as such, as Professor W^ellek of Yale pointed out
some years ago, exists as a language exists, that is, as a set of norms,
possessed subjectively not by an individual but by a social group, possessed,
that is, inter-subjectively.^ My aesthetic perception of the "Disillusion-
ment," therefore, is not the whole, real poem as such, just as my English is
not all of English, or my pronunciation of "d" is the "d" of English. My
individual aesthetic perception of the poem is the actualization of a set of
norms which is the poem itself. It is correct or "objective" insofar as it
conforms to or reproduces the norms of the poem possessed by the social
group who know and aesthetically perceive the poem correctly. It is by their
perceptions that I test and corroborate my own.
Thus, the poem, while it does not have any continuous physical
existence as does Michelangelo's Pieta, does have a continuous, real,
"otherly " existence as a set of linguistic and aesthetic norms shared by a
group. Unlike the "objectivity" of the statue, which is unaffected by the
aesthetic perceptions of the onlookers, the "objectivity* of the poem as an
artistic object is intimately related to the group who understand and
appreciate it. For the poem depends even more radically on the language
and the conventions of beauty shared by that group. In an oral tradition.
Etienne Gilson, Pcdnling and Reality (New York, 1957), pp. 3-28.
'Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Tfieory of Literature (New York, 1949), pp. 151-157.
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when such a group disappears, the poem disappears in all its modes ol
existence. In a written tradition, when the group disappears the poem
disappears as an aesthetic object, though it survives tenuously as an artistic
object in a signified form until, once again, its language is understood.
But hnaily and once again, it must be said that the poem does exist
separately from the individual and, as a distinct, real object, it controls
whatever dealing the individual has with it.
The point I am suggesting here is, perhaps, clearer on the side of the
linguistic norms of the poem. On the side of the aesthetic value achieved
by the fitting relations of the linguistic elements, the problems, however, are
similar. For the moderate realist, once again, value has an objective and
a subjective aspect. It is not something only in an object or only in the
reaction of the onlooker, but is rather in a relation between the two. Beau-
tiful things, says St. Thomas, are those which when seen, please. While
beauty, therefore, has an objective basis in the relation of elements in the
art object, it is realized as a value only in perception. Unlike perceptions
of "objective" qualities like weight or sweetness or redness, however, the
perception of this value seems more variable and, hence, more dilricult to
test by ordinary scientific procedures. But as some people are color blind,
so there are some largely unresponsive to aesthetic values. And among
those who respond in different degrees, the difference is, perhaps, no more
striking than it would be were they asked to judge the sweetness of some
mixture. For aesthetic value, however, the standard of judgment is what
is traditionally called the man of taste. While the relativist in aesthetics
argues that this standard is peculiarly subjective and that its non-public
character can be tested only by a circular argument, it is clear that we do
not identify a man of taste by his response to good art and good art by the
response of the man of taste. Rather, in the first instance, we test this
response against that of a group in which heterogeneity is not the rule.
Since the perception of value is always of the individual case, however, and
the judgment which tests it is also of the unique case, we have to begin
with the intuition and response of the individual. But "the ultimate test
of one intuition is corroboration by others.
®
On the one hand, therefore, criticism becomes objective when its initial
judgment finds corroboration in the judgment of other men of taste, whether
these are contemporaries of the critic or are his predecessors. On the other
hand, criticism achieves a measure of objectivity in the testing of initial
response by securely grounded and relevant knowledge, especially knowl-
edge of the literary work itself. Our own period is witnessing a serious
effort to ground more securely and to demonstrate more clearly the relevance
of such knowledge in the act of criticism. Utilizing advances in modern
psychology and linguistics, the critic is attempting to systematize such
ancient and simple experiments as the alteration of a structure and the
contrast of structures that we have mentioned here. His work in this and
other areas will approach the ideal of scientific "objectivity," as La Driere
notes, when he is able to make his terms as univocal as possible, make
Fitness," Dictionary of World Literature, p. 24.
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"all crucial statements as verifiable as possible, presenting or suggesting
tlie means used or the sources relied upon by the critic himself for verinca-
tion. " and, above all. accept the "estabhshed fact . . . whatever its character
or one s dispKJsition toward it.
"^°
In summary, therefore, we may say that the work of uterary criticism
involves much that is subjective, much that is objective. Literary works do
not have the relatively changeless physical substantiahty of sculpture, but
neither are they as subjectively private and whimsical as simple thoughts
and emotions. They are systems of hnguistic norms shared inter-subjectively
by a group whose first member is the author himself. The literary values
achieved in the work are shared in the same way. While the initial response
to these values of structure as such and of fitness is individual and sub-
jective, the further judgments of criticism illuminate the objective grounding
of these values in the work itself and, hence, the validity of individual and
shared response. It is in such enlightened judgment that criticism can be,
and at its best is, "objective."
" "Scientific Method of Criticism." Dictionary of World Literature, pp. 510-51 1.
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Case History-Ames' Cnlnnial
• Mary E. Feeney
AS SHE pressed the yards andyards of pale blue net in the
skirt of her evening gown,
Janet kept trying to keep her own
tears from falhng on Hs soft love-
hness.
"I'll ruin it, " she choked as she
stepped Lack from the ironing board
and brushed the tears away with
her hand.
"Here, let me do it for you," Mrs.
Maddock offered. "You go have a
good cry, dear. You'll feel better.
"
"I haven't got time to cry," Janet
moaned. "Oh, Mrs. Maddock, I
haven't got time. I still have to do
a Case History for Sociology 6l
With one agonized look at the
housekeeper, Janet rehnquished the
iron to her and hurried upstairs to
her room.
I can't cry now, she thought. 1
just can't. I have too much to do,
but oh, Billy boy, why? Why did
you have to cross Dad today, of all
days? W^hy did you have to cross
him at all?
She moved slowly to^va^d the
large mahogany bureau and looked
at herself in the mirror. Fine pre-
lude to the Senior Prom I Oh, fine!
Dad will be as unbearable as '— as
Dad. Billy will sulk, and Paul will
just stare. That's all Paul does any
more in company — just stares. Ted
will take a long look at us — includ-
ing me, a vision in blue net with my
eyes sw^ollen from crying. He'll look
us over and decide he's made a
big mistake.
"Her father and brothers are im-
possible, and she's a weeping creep!
Ted will say. And he'll be right.
She picked up the hair brush and
moved back a little from the bureau.
"If I brush a hundred strokes, she
murmured slowly, "111 stop crying.
Ted will be only half right. My
father and brothers are impossible,
but I'm no creep.
Slowly, deliberately, she brushed
her soft brown hair, and slowly, the
tears disappeared. As the hair brush
moved up and down in rhythmical
strokes, she smiled a little sadly into
the mirror, smiled into the large
brovv'n eyes which were not yet
sparkling, but which were losing
their watery lacklustre. ' They re
not really impossible. They re just
lonely and frightened and hurt."
She stiffened, suddenly, and put
the hair brush back on the bureau.
I haven't got time to worry about
them, now. I have to write that
Case History for Sociology 6, and I
have to do it this afternoon.
Resolutely, she sat down at her
desk and opened her notebook, leaf-
ing through it until she came to her
Sociology 6 notes, the term s glean-
ings from the course in Marriage
ana the Family.
"Select a family you know, " Dr.
Norris had said. "One with a prob-
lem — economic perhaps, or one with
ill health, or perhaps even a broken
home. Write a case histon,' of the
family, and then indicate what you,
as a beginning modern sociologist,
would suggest as a solution to its
problem."
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Janet frowned as she had done
when the assignment \vas given. 1
don't know any family but my own,
she pondered, and that's one too
many! Even an expert modern So-
ciologist couldn't solve our problem,
because there is no solution for a
family that's lost its mother.
Tears welled up in her eyes again,
but she picked up her pen and began
to write:
Trie family is the basic social unit.
When its structure is weakened,
for whatever reason, the entire com-
munity structure is threatened. For
this reason, the community must
concern itself u^ith the families with-
in its boundaries, and it does this
through social agencies u^hich offer
counsel or financial assistance, or
both, to those families which need
such help. Above all, the social
agency must be sympathetic, treat-
ing each family as an individual
case and offering aid in terms of
specific needs. All families need
love.
All families need a mother! Janet
stopped writing and leaned back in
her chair. Just what would Dr.
Norris suggest anyone do about the
bleak, makeshift existence in the
Ames family? What would he, as
such a modern sociologist, tell us to
do? Would he advise a modern so-
ciological replacement for a Mother?
"Select a family you know, " he
had said. "A family with a prob-
lem."
A family without a mother!
The fam.ily under consideration is
a m.iddle-class one where the mother
died a little over a year ago, leaving
her husband, a daughter who is in
college, and two sons, one fifteen
years old and one ten.
The father is financially capable.
A home-owner, with a small retail
milk business of his own, he is able
to provide for his children in comfort.
A home-owner! Here it is ^- a
seven-room Colonial house with a
two-car garage, but it has no mother
in it any more. It's a dream house
come true. It's the house Mother
and Dad were planning when I was
born. It was in their minds w^hen
they bought the milk business from
Uncle John, and then when the
business was on a really sound basis,
they had bought the lot and had the
dream put onto a blueprint.
Janet smiled in spite of herself.
Even then. Mother insisted on the
porch, though the architect said this
style Colonial never had one.
"This style family needs a front
porch.
"
How Dad laughed. And then he
winked at the architect. "That's the
end of the argument: the Ames*
Colonial house gets a porch. She
doesn't think in terms of the invest-
ment.
"
'I think in terms of the investment
for the children.
"
"See what I mean? The argu-
ment is over," and Dad grinned and
winked at the architect again.
The house has a game room in the
basement, too, and a modern laun-
dry, and that silly clothes chute
Mother remembered to tell the archi-
tect about at the last minute. W^hat
a fuss there was about that.
But again. Dad nodded and
smiled, "Better give her a clothes
chute, or she'll make me do the
washing every Monday.
"
Yes, it's a dream house, and it's
had its house-warming. It had its
party in June two years ago with
Japanese lanterns hanging all
around its front porch, so that every-
one would know^ it w^as a happy
house. Its seven rooms and its game
room overflowed with people w^ho
came to see the dream come true.
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And Kow Dad laughed that night.
"He needs a house like this.
Mother said as she watched him
greet the guests. "He knows how to
make people feel at home."
He used to know how to make
them feel at home! When he
opened the door, his eyes smiled,
and when he said, "Welcome." his
eyes filled up, and people were glad
they had come.
But his eyes aren't smiling any
more, and he hasn't said, "Wel-
come, to anyone in over a year.
Yes, here's the houses— the dream
come true >—' but no one uses the
game room, and the Japanese lan-
terns are packed away in the attic.
Japanese lanterns are for happy
houses.
The father, however, is grieving
over the loss of his wife to such an
extent that the children are suffering
more than they should.
Grieving! He's breaking his heart
all over again every day of the week.
Why can't he remember? Even af-
ter a year, he still can't remember.
He still comes in the back door in
the evening, looks into the kitchen,
and calls, "Ann." Then he remem-
bers she isn't there anymore.
He blames Mrs. Maddock. "That
woman never does any work. No
w^onder the food's so bad around
here; she's never in the kitchen at
dinner time."
Doesn't he realize none of us are
ever in the kitchen \vhen he comes
home? Even Billy, as young as he
is, can t stand to hear him call for
Mother. And Mrs. Maddock. poor
woman, goes down to the laundry
and putters around when she hears
him coming.
"It wouldn't be right for me to be
there, she says. "I can clean and
cook in his house, but I'm a stranger.
It wouldn't be right for me to stand
there and stare at his heartbreak
when he comes home and calls.
'Ann.'
"
Mrs. Maddock's a better house-
keeper than Dad knows. Wait til
she leaves and goes to Cleveland to
be with her sister. What he gets
through an agency won't be so good
as the woman who took the job for
a year because she knew we'd lost
Mother. What if she isn't a good
cook. She has some feeling.
But Dad can't see that. Oh, no.
All he can see is that the roast bee!
is too well done to suit him, and the
browned potatoes too often burned.
"I buy the best beef in town, the
very best beef to be had, and that
woman ruins it. And we haven't
had a decent piece of pie in this
house since your mother ..."
Don't, Dad, don't. Try to forget.
The boys don't know^ the difference.
They think the food's all right.
This prolonged grieving on the
part of the father has, as a matter
of fact, produced so much emotional
tension that little or no rapport re-
mains between the father and his
children.
Tension! This house has a stock-
pile of atom bombs as a foundation
these days. We can't even get
through a meal together without a
scene.
Like today, Saturday, the day of
my Senior Prom. Dad came in at
noon, as he always does on Satur-
days. Mrs. Maddock had the table
set in the breakfast room, and the
lunch \vas all ready. It was even a
pretty good lunch ^ for Mrs. Mad-
dock. Grilled cheese sandwiches
and tossed salad. Dad likes grilled
cheese; nothing strange ever hap-
pens to it.
Then, just as we all sat down,
the phone rang. "The Bradleys
want more milk, " Mrs. Maddock
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announced. "Tliey want two extra
quarts of A right away.
Dad didn't even look up. "Paul,
when you ve nnisned your luncn,
take two quarts and run them over
to the Bradleys'. And be sure you
take A and not B the way you did
the last time."
"I always take A to the Bradleys'.'
"No arguing. Just do as you're
told and take the milk — A milk. "
You can't growl at Paul like thatl
Dad should know. Paul's different.
He doesn t say anything, but he sim-
mers. Dad doesn't think it's impor-
tant, but he'll keep barking orders,
and then one day he 11 be surprised
to find that Paul hates him.
Paul isn't sullen. He s — he s fif-
teen years old, and he hates being
ordered around like a juvenile de-
linquent. He doesn't mind running
the milk. He s been doing it for
years, but he minds Dad's top
sergeant approach.
And then when Paul had finished
bolting his lunch and was gone, and
Dad did lean back and light a ciga-
rette, what did he say? He didn't
say anything like a civilized father
often does. He roared ^ and at Billy.
"I thought I told you to get your
hair cut this morning, young man."
"I forgot.
"
"You forgot! I don't know ho\v
you could walk around with all that
hair on your head and not be so
w^eighed down with it, you'd ask
three strong men to carry you into
the barber shop.
"
Sarcasm won't work on Billy. It
won't work on anybody, because it's
wrong. But Billy doesn't understand
it at all.
"You want to carr>' me down this
afternoon, Dad? You're a strong
man.
"
Oh, Billy boy. Why did you say
it? Why? Because you're ten years
old, and that's too young for a little
boy to be without a mother. It's too
young for him to be able to rememi-
ber to do everything he s told to do
the first time he s told, so there's no
danger of crossing his father when
he forgets.
'Carry you!" Dad was really
angry. He thought Billy was being
impudent. Couldn t he see Billy
thought it was a joke?
ril carry you —' I'll carry you all
the way to church tomorrow, and
then I'll leave you on the doorstep,
but you won't sit in the pew beside
me. Not on your life, you won't.
And have the whole town going
around Monday morning saying
Billy Ames looks like a scarecro^v.
His own father is so ashamed of
him, he can't look at him!' "
Dad, Billy doesn't understand!
How could he? Now he xvill be
impudent.
'I won't sit beside you.
"
Janet pushed her hair back from
her eyes as she lived through the
moment again and saw Billy rise
from his place at the table, saw him
fight to hold back the tears.
"I'll — I'll sit in the back row.'
he stammered. "And all the people
will say, Billy Ames' father is an
old r— an old grouch, and Billy
Ames won't sit beside h.im in
church!' "
Oh, Billy boy. Dad isn't a grouch,
and he isn't ashamed of you. He
just doesn't know how to raise a
family alone '— and he's afraid. He's
afraid people \vill think he s neglect-
ing you, and he's afraid maybe he
is neglecting you. And he misses
Mother, too, just as much as we do.
Tension! There's a nice sociolog-
ical understatement for Dr. Norris.
What would he have done to pre-
vent Dad's outburst and the swift
punishment that followed Billy's
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impudence tnis afternoon?
"You won't sit beside me at tliis
taWe, young man. You will go get
your Kair cut right now, ana then
you will come home ana spend the
rest of the afternoon alone in your
room. " Dad's face was white as
he spoke. "And if you can manage
to remember just those two things,
maybe you can come to dinner this
evening and learn how to behave at
meal time.
"
So that's tension in a family when
everyone is grieving. It's Billy cry-
ing in his room. It's Paul simmer-
ing in silence as he takes the milk
to the Bradleys', and it's a girl on
the afternoon before her Senior Prom
crying so hard she can't even press
her gown without ruining it. And
it's a financially capable, seven-
room, two-car-garage home-owner
who has left his home in emotional
chaos and gone off for the afternoon
when he should be working in his
own garden and shoAving his sons
the w^ay he trains the roses.
The daughter, a senior at a nearby
liheral arts college, presents no proh-
lem at all. Secretly engaged to a
first-year medical student, she plans
upon her graduation to take a posi-
tion until her fiance finishes his
medical training.
No problem at all! Because of
Ted! Because of Mother! College
was Mother's idea in the first place,
and when Dad was dubious about
it, it was Mother ^vho insisted.
"Why college? She's no stu-
dent," Dad said. "Why even now
she's almost as pretty as you are.
She'll be married in two years.
"
"No, she's no student," Mother
frowned a little. "But we can afford
it, if she lives at home — and it's
right. I don't know exactly why, but
it's right.
"
Oh, so very right! No student.
but a nice C plus college girl who
joined the Glee Club, and sang an
even workmannke soprano in har-
mony with the even w^orkmanlike
tenor of a nice A plus college boy.
Mother would have liked Ted.
She'd have said he was a "boyish
boy. " and she'd have been glad
about the engagement.
But the engagement's a secret, be-
cause it's safer that way. Because
Dad's reached the point w^here he
acts as if every date I have is a
major crime. When he knows I'm
with Ted, he sits up and waits for
me to come home. And then he
makes speeches when I come in.
"I certainly hope that young man
you were with doesn't drink when
he takes you out."
"No, Dad, Ted doesn't drink. He
says w^hen you drive a car . . .
"I don't care what he says. I just
want you to promise me you won t
drink anything -when you go riding
around with him. Not one drop.
"Dad, I ..."
"I just -won't have it. That's all
there is to it. No daughter of mine
is going to go drinking and driving
and wind up — God knows where.
How do / know w^ho this Ted is.
He doesn't know who Ted is,
doesn't know Ted's the most care-
ful non-alcoholic in the world, and
that he and I are going to wind up
at the altar as Dr. and Mrs. Gris-
wold. She smiled as she thought
about it. Maybe we'll even wind up
singing at our own \vedding.
No, the daughter's no problem.
She's no student either, but in June
she'll have a degree and then a job
down town near the Medical School
so she can see Ted oftener ^vithout
her father's kno\ving.
The boys are the problem. There's
nothing ahead for them.
The burden falls heaviest on the
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two sons, who during their crucial
adolescent years will have to cope
with this tension-packed home life.
Crucial adolescent years! What a
cKilly term that is for their gro\ving-
up time. Just when Paul and Billy
should be getting to know Dad,
man-to-man. he's pushing them
away. He's training Paul to stew
in silent wrath, and he's making a
first class rebel out of Billy.
I had Mother when I needed her
most, but now, the boys need Dad.
Why can't he see that? Even
Mother, if she'd lived, would have
known these were Dad's years with
his sons. She'd have cooked the
roast beef and made the pies to help
them grow, but she'd have moved
into the background and let Dad
and Paul and Billy get acquainted.
But it won't be like that now.
When Mrs. Maddock leaves, there'll
be another housekeeper who won t
cook the beef enough and who 11
serve the potatoes raw, one who II
think Dad's odd when he calls,
"Ann" to a wife who's been gone
over a year.
Paul will go on running the milk
when the Bradleys need an extra
quart, but he'll never learn any more
about the milk business, because
Dad won't let him. Why, Paul's old
enough now to go around on the
Saturday morning route and help
with the collections. He'd probably
enjoy it, if he liked his father. He's
old enough to learn to play golf with
Dad, too, but he never will. He 11
get deeper and deeper into his soli-
tary stamp collection, but farther and
farther away from Dad.
And he'll go all the way through
high school and never even want to
have a party at home, because it
won't be a home. It win be a house
with a housekeeper, who won't feel
as much a stranger in it as Paul and
Bill certainly will.
The younger boy will have a par-
ticularly difficult time. Too young
to realize fully the causes of this
home tension, and capable of re-
sponding only to its residts, he is
already developing a rebellious atti-
tude toward his father, and may,
before too long, seek emotional sat-
isfaction away from home.
Oh, Billy boy, where \vill you go
for fun? W^here will you look for
your jokes when you've stopped cry-
ing and come to understand your
father's sarcasm?
Janet got up from her desk and
walked over to the bureau again
and picked up her hair brush.
Brushing my hair won't help him.
It won't help w^hen Dad comes home
and finds Billy didn't go to the bar-
ber this afternoon.
She put the brush down again
and moved across the room and sat
down on the edge of the bed. And
it won't tell any of us where he 11
go for his jokes when this haircut
crisis is over. We'll only know he
won't go on any summer driving
trips with Mother and Dad the way
Paul and I did when we were grow-
ing up. There weren't any scenes at
the table then — not even the time in
Boston when Paul ordered and ate
two full breakfasts.
"He's a growing boy on vacation,'
Dad said to the waitress. "He needs
two breakfasts if he's going to see
the sights and have a lot of fun
today.
"
Oh, Billy boy! You need to have
Dad take you to see the sights and
have a lot of fun too.
She glanced at her desk at the
paper with the case history, and the
fountain pen lying on top of it.
W^earily she rose from her bed and
walked back over and sat down.
Obviously, a beginning modem
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sociologist should focus all the at-
tention on the two hoys over the
next two or three crucial years ....
She heard the back door slam,
and instinctively stiffened, waiting
to hear her father's voice call,
"Ann." But there was no sound,
and as she sat waiting, she heard
the front door slam.
"I better go down there," she
whispered. "Oh, I better go down,
or Paul will be into it with Dad."
Quickly, she shpped the sheets of
paper back into her notebook, and
closed her pen.
As she hurried down the stairs,
she heard her father's voice. Did
you deliver the milk to the Bradleys
all right?
"
And she heard Paul's quiet reply.
"Yeah. When I got there, Mrs.
Bradley said she wanted a pint of
double cream, too.
"
"What did you tell her?"
"I didn't tell her anything. No-
body ever tells Mrs. Bradley any-
thing. I came home and got the
cream and took it back to her.
"
"Well / wouldn't have taken it
back. That Bradley woman's a
menace. She ought to know how
much milk she needs for a day.
What does she think you are — the
special delivery boy?
"
Just as she reached the living
room, she saw Paul smile and shrug
his shoulders. But she saw some-
thing else, a flicker of something in
his eyes ^- something very nice —' as
he replied.
"Fine business man you are. Dad.
Don't you know you have to keep
the customers happy.
"
And then she heard her father
laugh, and as Paul turned to go up-
stairs, she heard him say, "Oh, you
do, do you? Do you hear that,
Janet? Paul says we have to keep
the customers happy. Next thing,
he 11 be telling me I should memor-
ize the names of all the nr^w babies
on the route, so I can inquire about
them when 1 collect the milk bill.
"
Maybe you beU(;r take Paul
along to help you. Dad."
'Maybe I better lake Billy along
to help, too." As he sank into the
chair beside the TV, he frownrd.
'Did that young fire-cracker get his
hair cut?
"
Dad, there's something I want to
ask you. " She moved over to the
small footstool in front of his chair
and sat down facing him.
"What's this?"
"W^ell, Ive been thinking, and I
was wondering ..." She paused
and looked up at him. "It's just that
I was wondering if when Mrs. Mad-
dock goes, you'd give me her job
instead of going to an agency for
a housekeeper.
"
"Give you the job! " He stared at
her in honest bewilderment, and
then shook his head. "Sometimes 1
think everyone in this house is
crazy.
'
"It's not so crazy, Dad, It's -^
well, it's just that this is our house,
and I was thinking, when I grad-
uate 111 have more time, and I could
run it. W^e'd be better off. A house-
keeper ^- well, a housekeeper is like
having a stranger in the house.
"
He reached out and put his hand
on her shoulder. "You re right about
that, Jannie, girl. You're right about
that." He settled back in his chair
and lit a cigarette, and as she leaned
forward to blow out the match, he
smiled a little wanly.
"But who ever heard of sending
a girl to college and then bringing
her home to cook for the family?
"I'm not much of a student. Dad,
and I probably wouldn't be ver>'
good at an office job. And any^vay,
maybe the girl u^onfs to learn to
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cook," she said softly. "Maybe slie's
really using her family as guinea
pigs vvKile she learns.
"Why, you imp." He laughed
down at her. "So that's the way
the wind blows. Who is it? This ^
this Ted?"
"His name's Ted Griswold, and
he's got three more years in medical
school before we can be married.
Don't you see, Dad? It would be
better if I took the job here and
learned to cook."
"Poor fellow. It would certainly
be better for him: a doctor needs a
balanced diet. " He grinned at her.
"I'll teach you to cook. I taught
your Mother everything she knew.
She couldn't fry an egg ^- didn't
even know you have to have a little
fat in the pan.
"
"Then I've got the job?"
"It's a pretty big job for such a
little girl, Jannie. " His eyes w^ere
sober, and as he drew in on his
cigarette, he went on. "But I could
help. I could scrub the kitchen floor
— Cilways did it for your Mother.
Scrubbing floors is no work for a
woman."
"It would be better for the boys.
"
"I could pay you the same salary;
you'd be able to save a little for this
Ted fellow and your wedding.
"
"And I wouldn't be a stranger.
"
"No," he said quietly. "You
w^ouldn't be a stranger. " He put his
hand on her shoulder again and
smiled down at her. "You're very
like your Mother, you know. Very
much like her.
"
"Then, I've got the job?
"
"Let's try it, Jannie girl. Let's
take a chance. It might just work."
His eyes were dancing as he stood
up, "But 111 tell you one thing. If
you burn the roast beef, you're fired.
And another thing. You haven't
answered my question. Did Billy
get his hair cut?
"
She looked at him steadily, and
then she stood up and walked to-
ward the door into the hall. No,
Dad, he didn t.' But even before
she turned around and faced him
again, she knew it was all right.
"It's just as your Mother always
said," he chuckled. "You and Paul
have some sense, but Billy —' Billy's
pure Ames.
"
"He thought it was a joke, Dad.
"
"I know. I better go up and see
him." He winked at her. "Imagine
that. He won't sit next to me in
church. He's pure Ames. Not a lick
of sense in him.
"
At the foot of the stairs, he turned
and faced her. "Did he tell you why
he didn't get his hair cut this morn-
ing? Did he mention what he's been
doing?"
Startled, she shook her head.
' No, Dad, he didn't say.
"
"He wouldn't," he said slowly.
John Merrit just told me. " He
paused and ran his finger through
his hair, and when he looked at her,
there were tears glistening in his
eyes. "He's been painting the win-
dow boxes for the side windows,
and getting the dirt ready for them
so we can plant the geraniums.
'
"Oh. Dad."
There was a choke in his voice as
he went on. "He and John Merrit
painted the boxes in the Merrits'
garage last Saturday. Billy wanted
it to be a surprise. He spent this
morning running between that va-
cant lot on Princeton Road and here
with his old wagon, getting the dirt.
"
' But why didn't he say so?
"
He never got a chance. I jumped
all over him." He started up the
stairs and then he turned again.
"He told John Merrit he remem-
bered helping your Mother and me
do it the first year we were in this
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house. He said he remembered how
we'd all laughed and had such fun
as we were painting and how he d
lugged the dirt in his wagon. He
invited John Merrit to come over
this afternoon and help ^ told him
we'd all laugh and have fun again
the way we did the first time.
"
As he turned again and went on
upstairs, she heard him say, half to
himself, half to her, "There are three
pretty nice young people in this
house. Pity they have 'to live with
an old grouch!
'
She stood at the foot of the stairs'
and watched him, and then listened
when he knocked on Billy's door.
"You in there. Bill?
The door opened, and she heard
him speak. "You ^vant to ride down
to the barber's, with me, boy? Come
to think of it, I could use a hair
cut myself.
"
And she could hear the relief in
Billy's voice. "Oh, Dad, you bet
I do."
As they came pounding back
down the stairs again, she heard her
father tell Billy, "Your sister has
company coming tonight. We can t
have him thinking we re a pair of
scarecrows.
And she heard Billy laugh, "May-
be the company's a scarecrow, him-
self."
But she did not really see them
as they went out the back door,
because she had started to cry again.
"The people in this town will be
saying that Bill Ames and his father
go everywhere together, " she choked.
"Even to the barber."
She brushed the tears away with
her hand and walked out to the
kitchen. And Ted will be saying.
"Her father and brothers are fine fel-
lows, but she's a weeping creep.
The blue evening gown was hang-
ing on the back of the door to the
dining room, and there wasn t a
salty tear spot on it. If I touch it
now, I really u7ill ruin it," she mur-
mured. "But 111 lake a cbance.
*
She was holding it at arms length
as she carried it upstairs and into
her room. The tears were flowing
faster, but they were the hot. proud
tears of triumph, and she did not
seem to care.
I know just how it will be tonight,
she thought. When Dad opens the
door his eyes will smile, and ^vhen
he says, "Welcome. " his eyes will
fill up. and Ted ^ oh, Ted will be
so glad he came to this house.
When she had hung the blue
dress on the back of the closet, door,
she went back across the room, sat
dow^n at the desk, and opened her
note book.
In this particular case, it is highly
possible that if the daughter tahes
over the running of the house in an
effort to create a home-like atmos-
phere, she may succeed in making
some contribution to her father's
peace of mind until the worst of his
grief is over. Too, such a step on her
part should serve to give the two
boys a sense of security during these
next few crucial years.
She sat back in her chair and read
over what she had written. There
vv'as an impish twinkle in her eye
as she picked up her pen again.
And the experience she gains on
this assignment may be valuable to
her later when she has completed
the job and gone on to her next case.
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Two or Three Miles of Wind
• John Felt
Had it been out of hungry miles
it might have gathered angry strength,
for I have since become aware
w^hat futile anger such a length
of hunger breeds, but it began
not far from where it ended, spent
in bringing down a neighbor's barn.
Or were it poor, where it went
those meager miles between its ends.
I might have understood its wrath,
for we were poor, but it had found
some sticks and straw within its path
and gathered them as property
before it claimed our neighbor's barn.
When it was done, the fields were flat
as they had been before, hke yarn
knitting along beside itself
to go the other way. We took
the wind for all its moment's worth,
a gathered httle wrath which shook
a barn and blew away, all straw
and sticks. And, well, we had been poor
and afterwards were poor, but one
wind richer than before.
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White Spider
• Marion Montgomery
With summer at tKe ripeness of the year
And in the afternoon while on a rouna
Of flower and shrub, I saw the green spirea
All mottled with pale bloom, and the dark ground
White-freckled with the sprays the noisy bees
Had shaken down in digging out the juice.
Complacently I sat to take a breeze.
Faced so to w^atch the scavengers let loose
From w^hatever nest of eggs or white cocoon
In time to catch the blossoms at their best.
Pairs of butterflies, bees by platoon,
The w^hole was pastoral made manifest.
I thought of one sad poet, his bee-loud glade;
I watched two monarchs, purple-satin black.
Poise on white clusters, busy at their trade.
One circled wide and softly then came back
To where the second was, held fast it seemed
By some sweet blossom, there so long she stayed.
The other moved as if in some extreme
Attempt, as if he wished he might persuade
The other with him to another place
He knew of twice as sweet. His argument
He spelled in dips and turns of grace
That I thought must be words. He was so bent
On his design he made me think of that
New England poet's bewildered butterfly
That wove despair for its deflowered plat
The mower's scyth had cleared; except that I
Could see that no matter of lost blooms.
Still she clung fast onto the bush, her wings
Pulsating slowly, open '— close; the runes
He kept repeating she ignored.
What things
She said in her reply I could not tell.
But something drew me closer; then I saw:
This was no family dispute and 1 could spell
What his words were. Fast in the milk-white maw
Of death she faught, caught grimly by the head.
The spider's only web had been the white
Of the blown flowers; and she was all but dead.
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Had I been God, I could have vvatcKed Iier figKt
Unmoved, and understood ner proper end;
But less than human, 1 took my thin knife
And pierced the crab-hke creature; that would send
Life crashing through death's veil to match her life.
I sat me down again. The bees had never shown
The least concern though they were ver^' near
And knew; the stricken butterfly had grown
Quite still.
I thought an elegy would clear
The matter up instead of that bright song
That I had meant when black at first appeared
Against the white and green; I had been wrong
To think they meant a lyric mood. His weird
Circles ceased no\v near his slain mate.
I could remember those first years before
I knew them monarchs, w^hen I would await
Near the verbena, patiently implore
Their stillness on a ^o^ver so to catch
Them, thumb and finger. Beauty was the name
They went by then, though 1 could never match
The word and thought; the childhood game
Grew stale, the beauty on my hand
Was not the same as beauty on their wing.
The spider is a question to demand
Accounting now, whatever song he bring
To my slow lips. Crab-like and chalky white.
He was no creature 1 had ever seen
Before; w^hat white name there was that 1 might
Match against the anxious monarch and his queen
In a brief elegy I did not know.
But death would never do; the still spirea
Was party to his virulent death blow
W^ithout an act. Some more determined seer
Might help explain; I thought of puzzled Keats
And wondered if, with my unthinking knife,
I killed not death but truth. If beauty meets
With truth in death, what then is life?
And whether that quiet shrub was a brief stage
For one last Everyman to caution me
I do not know. Spectators who engage
The players ruin the play; eternity
Was quite as far as it had been; the bees
W^ere gone.
Black wings wove his sad elegy
About the final scene; his mind at ease,
He circled home and left the place to me;
The spider and his mate were on the bush.
And that green stage lay in a sober hush.
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